SELLER’S FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTION REQUIREMENT WITH BOEING FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTION (BFAI) AND DELIVERABLE REPORT

Seller will perform First Article Inspection (FAI) for the end item, details and subassemblies constituting the end item.

Seller shall notify Buyer’s Quality Representative within 48 hours of receipt of this contract to coordinate and plan for Boeing First Article Inspection (BFAI) to be conducted, as determined appropriate, by Buyer's Quality Representative.

Seller’s FAI records will provide objective evidence of 100% dimensional inspection, documented with engineering drawing dimensions, tolerances and inspection results. Actual measured dimension results will be expressed in quantitative terms and in the unit of measure specified by the drawing, digital data model or specification. Standard Catalog hardware is exempt from this FAI requirement; however, a copy of the Certification of Conformance for Standard Catalog hardware will be made available to Buyer upon request.

Seller’s FAI report shall include a Certification of Conformance attesting that applicable drawing notes and process requirements have been accomplished as required.

Seller will include a copy of the FAI / BFAI report with each shipment of deliverable goods.